Floor Amendment to AO 2023-XXX

ORDINANCE NO. AO 2023-XXX, AN ORDINANCE OF THE ANCHORAGE ASSEMBLY ...

PROPOSED AMENDMENT

Purpose/Summary of amendment(s):

WHAT IS A CONFORMING AMENDMENT?  For purposes of the Assembly, a conforming amendment is primarily "amending amendments to amendments, as well as amending anything else changed by an amendment."

A conforming amendment does not include making corrections to clerical or technical errors in a document, such as numbering, formatting, or other "manifest clerical errors." Those errors can be corrected by the revisor of ordinances per the code.

PART 1. CONFORMING AMENDMENTS WITHIN A SINGLE PIECE OF LEGISLATION.

TEXT OF AMENDMENT

to add new language, [TO DELETE CURRENT CODE LANGUAGE,] and [to delete words proposed by the unamended AO that are not in current code]

Amendment No. 1:  Section _____, Page _____, Line(s) __________, as follows:

[CONFORMING PARAGRAPH 1]: Section #.  This amendment authorizes the MUNICIPAL CLERK OR DESIGNEE OR DEPARTMENT to make conforming changes to this AO/AR and any attached memoranda or exhibits.

[OPTIONAL CONFORMING PARAGRAPH 2]: In addition, the MUNICIPAL CLERK OR DESIGNEE OR DEPARTMENT shall submit an informational memorandum (AIM) to the Assembly that includes both a list of the conforming changes and a revised copy of AO/AR with the conforming changes, no later than MONTH DAY, YEAR.

[OPTIONAL CONFORMING PARAGRAPH 3]: The Clerk is directed to attach the approved AIM with the conformed changes and revised copy to the original.